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            Abstract
Nuclear compartmentalization seems to have an important role in regulating metazoan genes1,2. Although studies on immunoglobulin and other loci have shown a correlation between positioning at the nuclear lamina and gene repression, the functional consequences of this compartmentalization remain untested2,3. We devised an approach for inducible tethering of genes to the inner nuclear membrane (INM), and tested the consequences of such repositioning on gene activity in mouse fibroblasts. Here, using three-dimensional DNA-immunoFISH, we demonstrate repositioning of chromosomal regions to the nuclear lamina that is dependent on breakdown and reformation of the nuclear envelope during mitosis. Moreover, tethering leads to the accumulation of lamin and INM proteins, but not to association with pericentromeric heterochromatin or nuclear pore complexes. Recruitment of genes to the INM can result in their transcriptional repression. Finally, we use targeted adenine methylation (DamID) to show that, as is the case for our model system, inactive immunoglobulin loci at the nuclear periphery are contacted by INM and lamina proteins. We propose that these molecular interactions may be used to compartmentalize and to limit the accessibility of immunoglobulin loci to transcription and recombination factors.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Quantitative analysis of tethered loci by 3D DNA-immunoFISH.
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Figure 2: 
                        Lamin B, EMD and LAP2, but not NPCs, accumulate at sites of tethered foci.
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Figure 3: 
                        Tethering leads to transcriptional repression and histone deacetylation of genes at site of attachment to the INM.
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Figure 4: 
                        Inactive immunoglobulin heavy chain loci that are positioned at the nuclear periphery contact the nuclear lamina.
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